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Summer Salutation.^

GAIN the experience of the Fruiting Season and the demand of knowing ones>

who have learnt the value of Potted Strawberry Plants and of Summer and

Fall Planting, bring me to the front to offer the choicest plants of the choicest

Small Fruits obtainable.

And again, in thanking my customers for increased patronage, I have to express

my pleasure in the many letters of hearty appreciation of the stock I have sent out.

Especially interesting it is to find those who formerly praised hesitatingly the size and

freshness of the plants (doubting lest they should fail to prove true to name) at last

breaking forth in audible legible smiles, as the fruiting season not only establishes the

purity of the stock, but verifies the fairness of my descriptions. Some of these letters

I must try to find room for in this little Circular—reserving others for the larger Cat-

alogue of next Spring, when we may coax the multitude.

Last Summer I gave very careful description of Potted Strawberry Plants, and di-

rections for treatment and cultivation. I think I cannot do better now than repeat :

—

WHAT IS A POTTED PLANT?
When runners start freely from good hill plants we fill small two-and-a-half , or three

inch pots with rich soil, and, after sinking them in the earth nearly to the rim beside

the oldjplants we place the tip of each runner on the surface of the soil in one of the
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small pots, with a small stone on it to keep it in place. Here the tip of the runner
expands into leaves and pushes vigorous young roots downward to fill the soil in the
pot. As soon as these roots become sufficiently numerous and well developed to sustain

the life of the young plant, the runner is cut and the young plant is jarred out of the

pot with the ball of earth adhering to the roots. It is then ready for packing to ship

to customers. A well grown plant will so fill and surround the ball of earth with roots

that when " tilted out" it might be tossed from hand to hand across a room, and still

maintain the shape of earth and roots that it had in the pot. Of course frequentwater-

ings are needed to keep the earth from drying out in the little poti while the roots are

thus maturing, and the further point must be attended to that if left too long the roots

become " pot-bound"—losing their color and vitality. But if removed at the right

stage of growth they have great vitality : packed in damp moss, in a box open to day-
light, they will grow right along on a journey of over a week, and will continue to

grow with increasing vigor when planted.

TREATMENT ON ARRIVAL.

Plant as soon as possible : Water and place in a cool (not dark) place, if you cannot
plant for a day or two : Set out free of packing material in moist earth where you
wish them to remain, pressing the earth very firmly about them : Let the surface of the
earth be level about the plants, except that each plant may be in the centre of a very
slight depression, so that water supplied may not run away before sinking. Water im-
mediately after planting unless the soil is wet with recent rain : Put the moss which
they came in on the surface of the ground close round each plant to the depth of about
half-an-inch, covering a circle of eight or ten inches in diameter—this will retain the
moisture. (Note.—Even better than this would be to cover the surface of the ground an
inch deep to the distance of a foot around the plants with well-rotted manure). Usually
nothing further will be needed than the treatment to be given to an ordinary strawberry
patch ; but if it is very dry you had better water once or twice more, at intervals of

three or four days, and cover during that length of time with old strawberry boxes,
or something else that will shield from the sun but let in air and daylight.

SOIL AND CULTIVATION.

Any land that will raise good corn or potatoes will raise good strawberries—provided
that water does not stand on the surface in fall or spring. But you must select varieties

according to the proportion of clay and sand in the soil if you would have the best

success possible. Crescent, Manchester and some others do grandly on light soils

—

improving in quality and holding out well in productiveness— while others, of the
Prouty and Duncan strain, want plenty of clay in theirs, and will miserably dwindle
down to nothing on sand. But a rich, dark loam, that will neither dry out to dust
nor bake and crack in a drouth, is the soil on which we can plant the greatest number
of varieties with the largest measure of success. Sometimes remarkable results are
achieved on gravelly soil, and I should expect great success on the dark loese deep beds
that are found between huge fragments of limestone.

One Probablr cause of occasional failure is due to manuring with horse-droppings
that are not fully decomposed. Almost fresh cow manure is likely only to do good

—

especially on sandy land. Horse manure is specially adapted to clayey soils, which it

will loosen up and improve if ploughed under in a green state. But this should be
done long before planting, and if you find yourself at planting time without cow manure
or well-rotted manure of other kinds, and if your land needs enriching, then put your
manure on the surface after planting, and this will serve the treble purpose of fertilizing

the soil, protecting the plants in winter, and keeping the berries clean the following
summer.

Keep the runners off, from the time the plant is set out till you have smacked
your lips over the last berry. Of course you may want to grow more plants : well then
don't ask for berries—or expect only a few. Remember the plant has only so much
sap, and if you let a certain portion of that sap go into runners and consequent young
plants, you have just so much less to go into berries. But more than this—the buds for
fruit become developed and matured in the crown of the plant only during the fall

before, so that the plant needs all its sap at home the year before fruiting, as well as
when the fruit is being developed. I know that many growers get crops that please
them of Wilson, Crescent, and some other kinds, after letting the plants run so as to
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form matted rows ; for the tendency to form fruit buds is so strong in these varieties

that some of the sap is retained for this purpose in spite of the runners. But if the
growers once saw the superior results attainable even with these kinds by keeping
runners off —in quantity as well as in size and appearance—and the small comparative
cost of doing so, I think they would change their lnethods.

The Hill System is wrongly named, for there must be no " hilling," or the plant
will dry out and become unproductive. Keep the surface level and so prevent washing
and heaving. Formerly I recommended rows two feet apart with spaces of one foot

between the plants. I have raised good crops with this spacing, but I am coming to

think it is too close. When the plants are only a foot apart the leaves interlock : so do
the runners, and it is hard to cut them without damaging the foliage and sometimes
the fruit-stems. On land as light as mine I find 15 or 16 inches in the row and rows
2| feet apart more convenient ; while on rich land 16 to 18 inches in the row, and
rows 2^ feet apart for market and 3 feet for home use and large specimens, would
please the best.

Mulching is of the utmost importance to the Hill System— especially on clayey soils

and where winters are deficient in snow. I find that the mulch which best serves all

purposes is the coating of manure (already referred to) say one and a-half inches deep,

to be applied to the surface of the ground around the plants early in August. Rather
fresh manure will do, and by applying thus early, any seeds which it contains will sprout

that season and can be killed by the hoe or will perish in winter. The more thoroughly
rotted the manure the better the mulch : the plants seem to take up ths nourishment
washed down by the rains more readily, and there is less loss of ammonia by evaporation.

I find, too, that no matter how well rotted the manure is, it will not splash on the

berries to any appreciable extent if applied the season before
;
while, even if it is pretty

fresh from the stables, the constant wear of frost, snow and rain will remove all

unpleasantness of sight or smell from the immediate surface, before fruiting time.

Perhaps, where the frost penetrates the ground deeply, it may be well to draw some of

this mulch over the crowns of the plants late in the fall, and if even green manure is

applied it will get washed enough by fall to be harmless if drawn over the plants then

t > hide them from view. But 1 find on my ground that even where the snow blows off,

the mere blanket of mulch spread over the roots and close around the plants is sufficient

protection without covering the tops. Remember however that the chief protective use

of a mulch, particularly on clayey soils, is not to keep the plant from freezing to death,

but to keep the soil from the frequent freezings and thawings, which by raising and
lowering the surface of such soils, gradually lift up and leave up the crowns of the

plants, and tear them away from the root extremities on which they depend for sap.

In open winters the ground will freeze anyway, but the mulch so protects the soil that

it freezes more slowly a id remains frozen till spring—thus keeping the roots dormant
and undisturbed.

Ma.ny Persons work the soil too deep. For all purposes of cultivation during growth
I consider the plough an impertinence in the Strawberry Patch : so is the spade.

Indeed I regret to notice that some people waste many bushels per acre by the use of

the horse cultivator. Examine the roots of a strawberry plant of which the foliage has

developed into a glossy wavy hill a foot or more in diameter, and you will need no
further explanation from any one on this point : the little yellow fibres penetrate the

soil in all directions at depths of only an inch or two. Now, if we could get a horse

hoe that would skim along uniformly less than an inch deep, it would be all right, but

when the blades tear through at nearly double that depth, the loss to the plant, and
through it to the plant's owner, must be serious. The most convenient implement that

I have seen for keeping down weeds in garden culture, as well as cutting runners, is

the Sliding Dutch hoe, which is pushed in front of the gardener.

Before proceeding fairly to discuss varieties let us notice briefly

The Special Value of Potted Plants.

It may be said " the price is higher than layer plants, and why not plant the latter

in Spring?" Well, if you only want the older varieties, and if you bought them last

spring, then you have done the very be3t thing possible ; and if they have grown well
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then you don't need any potted plants, and T would be very sorry to ask you to buy :

good evening,—I'll see you again next spring !

But perhaps you did not plant last spring : that omission will not make you care any
the less for berries next fruiting time. Perhaps your ground was not realy, or you
did not know you could get plants good and cheap and true to name at the address of

your obedient servant : or further still, you may have desired something better than
Wilson and Crescent, but hesitated to try the new and highly be-praised varieties till

you could get further and discriminating advice upon their respective merits for your
particular purposes :

Just here should Potted Plants have superior fascinations for you. The extra cost

of a hundred or two of the older varieties is not to be compared with the disadvantage

of waiting over another season for berries, and the newer varieties can be selected with
the aid of such light as you may think my best advice, criticism and recommendations
supply, as given in these pages, after eating berries of this year's crop ; so that next
July you may have your own experience of "the cream" of the new varieties, to guide
you in future plantings.

Those who desire to get a patch of some size into fruiting at the earliest possible

season, and yet are deterred from purchasing potted plants on account of the extra high
rates per thousand, may attain their object and still keep the expense within reasonable
bounds by the following plan :

Suppose it is intended to set out a quarter of an acre, with plants sixteen inches
apart in the row and rows two feet and a-half apart ; this will take 3267 plants : now
procure in July or early August one thousand and ninety potted plants and set them
in every third space in each row. This will fill the patch with plants standing 2\ feet

apart one way and four feet the other. Clip off the first runners that start in August
until a good rain or two will force the plant into vigorous growth, and then lead out
two runners from each plant—one on each side—to fill the four foot spaces. Each
runner will reach out from 9 to 12 inches (an average of nearly 10 inches probably)
before it forms its first plant, and it will then reach on nearly as much farther to form
a second. After forming the second plant do not let it push out to form a third, as the
second plant formed will be within nine or ten inches of the second young plant formed
by the approaching runner of the next potted plant; and so the whole of the four-foot

spaces may be filled up and the rows stand full of plants about ten inches apart by
about the middle or latter part of September. Of course this takes some trouble, and
the patch will contain over 5,000 plants instead of only a little over three thousand :

but if all other runners that push are clipped, the plants will become strong and fruitful :

they will start early into growth in spring if properly mulched : even the second plants
on the runners will bear nice clusters of fruit, while the first that formed will do
considerably more; and the whole yield during the summer after the plauts are set out
be at least 500 quarts, if productive varieties are planted, and may run over a thousand.
Call this " Robinson's Plan" if you will, but under any name you like I think it will

prove the most profitable system of planting a limited area, and will fully convince you
of the value and cheapness of Potted Plants.

{Note :—The young plants forming from runners may be made to root much quicker than \

they naturally would by placing a little earth around and over the whitish green knob
|

that soon begins to show under the tuft of leaves, and from which the roots start. We I

find a very quick way of doing this is to make a scratch in the soil about an inch or so I

deep with a pointed stick, from one main plant to the other, and in this lay the runner ; \

then with a quick dash of the hand cover it over with earth all along. We can thus keep f
the rows quite true : but if the soil is dry and hot, wait till the leaves of any young plant I

expand before covering the runner between it and the plant it sprang from, as the runner I

is very tender and juicy at this stage of development, and may scorch off if covered with I

hot soil too soon. /

VARIETIES.

I am prevented by the unusual lateness of the season, and the necessity of sending
out this circular without further delay, from attaining that accuracy which I always
aim at in describing the full results of each variety's behavior in fruiting. Now, on the
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13th of July, we are still picking largely of such standard sorts as Wilson, Crescent and
Bid well, while the later Sharpless, James Vick and Manchester are carrying over half

their crop. But if we cannot tell all about them, we can tell considerable.

BID1FELL.—The most profitable sort for a near market that I have thoroughly
tested. The berries are often very irregular in shape, and the long tip will not ripen
up promptly. But the plant is so strong and healthy a grower, the berries are so much
larger than Wilson or Crescent, the people like them so much better in spite of the
green tip, and the plant bears so many of them, that I must put it still at the head of

the list. Next summer Lacon may stand first; but in talking, not of what I expect or
hope, but of what I have proved, I must put the Bidwell first in value for home use or
near market. The size is nearly up to Sharpless, and the color a very handsome rosy

red; season a day or two later than Wilson.

MANCHESTER (P).—This variety is crowding hard for the head of the class. It

is finer this year than ever before, and if the full crop were gathered in, we might find

it come out best. The first berries were all but up to the largest Sharpless, averaging

larger than any Sharpless we have seen—making a crate of them the most striking ob-

ject in the strawberry line on the place. The Manchester will not do to ship very far,

although firmer than Bidwell and nearly up to Crescent ;—further, the color is not so

rich as Bidwell. But we like the flavor better, and it is an enormous bearer, while the
fruit is remarkably smuoth and uniform. In the home market it will outsell Bidwell;

but its lateness must be remembered—nearly a week behind Wilson. If it ripens all

its crop to good size, it must prove of remarkable value, and it certainly did so last

year. Notice that its blossoms are deficient in pollen (as are all varieties that are

marked " P''), so that every sixth row should be planted with some perfect-fljwered

variety, like Wilson, Bidwell or James Yick.

SENECA QUEEN,—Another sort that is doing better with me than ever. Some
customers report it doing better than Bidwell, but such, I think, will be found the case

only on very light soil, as with me the Bidwell appears more productive. Yet the

Seneca Queen is certainly a great bearer, and when it comes in, along with Bidwell,

there is no other sort quite up to it in size and beauty. Like the Manchester, the first

run of berries averaged slightiy larger than Sharpless. It is of rather handsomer color

than Manchester, but not so smooth. No other beny sells so well, we find, when it

first comes in; but it is so much earlier than Manchester, that the latter is unrivalled

when it ripens. Both of these varieties are grand growers, but the Bidwell makes a

rather larger and healthier plant. The Seneca Queen is no firmer than Bidwell.

Quarts of it can be picked from the vines without the hull—a great advantage for home
use, to the ladies of the household.

JAMES VICK.—Of medium size, smooth and bright colored, firm as Wilson, or

more so, quality better than Wilson or Crescent, and remarkably handsome. I have
no well treated plants of this variety, and the fruit is small on those which had their

roots mangled by taking up young plants around them in spring. So when I camj to write

this description to-day, I just jumped up and went out to examine the patch again.

On good moist loam I came across two ur three old plants, set out in the fall of '82,

that, standing in a raspberry patch, had been missed by the pickers. I think they

were never manured. They had been allowed to form young plants at their own sweet

will during both '83 and '84, and formed a good many, most of which, of lats year's

growth, were standing around with a big load of fruit, too. Yet, one of those old plants,

thus exhausted, ga?e me eighty ripe, marketable berries, and twenty more rather small

ones, which almost filled a quart basket level full ! Another old plant gave over a pint,

but the roots had been disturbed this spring. On both plants I left a great many green

berries, and a few over-ripe ones that were starting to rot. I consider that no other

variety on my place has ever sh«wn such productiveness. The James Vick is very
strong and robust in growth, and makes a great many runners. It is so productive

that on poor, light land, and especially in matted rows, most of the berries would be

too small to sell; but with fair treatment, on strong land, it must prove exceedingly

profitable for either near or distant market. It ripens about with Manchester.

EARLY CANADA.—My beds of this variety are so cut up to obtain young plants
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that I had no proper test of it this year, and so must repeat my description of last season,

which I have no reason to alter:

" I like this berry better as I test it more. It is certainly the earliest to ripen with me and
proves exceedingly productive. In this respect it greatly excelled Wilson in a specimen bed
containing thirty varieties ; but the soil was rather too poor and sandy for Wilson to do well, and
it had not wintered well either ; so that with fair treatment I think Early Canada and Wilson
would bear about equally. I do not think the Early Canada is any larger, and it does not seem
quite so firm or so handsome. But its extreme earliness is such a strong point, that I recommend
it for market. The claim that it is a week to ten days earlier than Wilson appears to me well

founded : I think from partial tests that it would give two pickings ahead of even the Crescent,

and would do well on sandy land."

SHARPLESS.—The standard for size. Nothing I have seen yet will quite come
up to choice specimens of this variety, though some, as we have seen, will average as

large. The berries are rather irregular in shape, moderately firm, of beautiful glossy

color, and very good and sweet. The plant grows well; and on moderately rich soii,

with runners kept off, bears a very nice crop, that will fill the natives with astonishment

and admiration.

JERSEY QUEEN (P).—Nearly as large as Sharpless, of more regular form, of

high flavor, and very handsome. Unless on rich soil, with runners cut, it will not

bear well.
•

CUMBERLAND TRIUMPH, - Very large, smooth, glossy and handsome,
but soft

;
quality excellent

;
fairly productive. One of the finest varieties for making

a show. I will sell for this variety plants of the .lumbo, which I imported last year
from the introducer, as I can see no difference.

BERRIES FOR THE MILLION WILSON, CRESCENT,
WINDSOR CHIEF.

For a market berry that will ship long distances, I know of nothing yet equal to the
WILSON among all the sorts that I have thoroughly tested. I do not like its acid taste,

its too dark color, and its habit of running so small towards the last. Yet it bears so well,

and is so healthy and vigorous with me, and above all it is so firm, that I intend planting
more of it for shipping purposes. In some places I hear of it running out badly, and many
persons do not understand that it does its best on clayey soils, if not too stiff; but any man who
finds it do as well with him as it does here, and who wants a berry for distant markets, had
better stick to the Wilson yet. The first berries are quite large and the quality excellent,

when allowed to attain its full dark shade of ripeness. It would be well to try a few James
Vick and other promising sorts to test in comparison with Wilson, as this noble old sort is

gradually failing ; but it dies hard, and deserves a fair chance. I keep it in stools, with
runners clipped, and get large yields and good berries.

Wherever the Wilson has begun to fail, and a shipping berry is wanted, I am glad to
recommend the CRESCENT (P), provided the' distance to market is not much over a
hundred miles by rail. It is emphatically a sandy land berry, and on such soils is immensely
productive, and the quality plenty good enough for market, where it readily passes for Wilson.
The size is as near like Wilson as possible, but it is brighter-colored and handsomer, and on
my ground it is not much behind in firmness. Probably no berry will give greater returns
with less labor, but I find it profitable to keep the runners off and kill the weeds. I think
Manchester will give as many quarts (or more) of berries that are larger and sweeter, but
the Manchester is rather late, while one value of the Crescent is its extreme earliness. I
think they are about equal in firmness, and I would certainly plant both for market, on light
land, so as to have both early and late shipments.

WINDSOR CHIEF (P) does finely for a late berry on sandy land, for a home
market. When first red it is quite acid, but it gets good enough for the Great Public to
smack its lips over when ripe and very dark red. But it is quite soft then, and must not be
shipped over fifty miles by rail. It is immensely productive—perhaps more so than even
the Crescent, and the berries are very large and handsome. It is quite late, and seems very
hardy.
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INTRODUCTIONS OF 1883.

In sifting these so as to discard all but the very best, I find one variety looming up with
increased importance. It is the

I^ACOTV.—Size about like Bidwell, or half way between Wilson and Sharpless; color,

bright scarlet, like Crescent
;

firmness, no better than Crescent
;
shape, roundish conical,

and quite regular
;
quality, about like Wilson, or slightly sweeter. This, you see, is not a

high description, but its value lies in its great productiveness and vigor. Whether on dry,

light land or moist loam, it makes the largest plant I know of, and as healthy as it is large;

while, its great productiveness added, stamps it with peculiar value for trying circumstances.

If there is any sort that can beat Bidwell, Manchester, Wilson, Crescent or James Vick, this

is the one, and it will surely grow where some of the others will not.

I>AI\1KIj BOOi^'K (P).—Large, handsome, productive, moderately firm, rather acid

—a fine variety. Not fully tested.

OI,I> IRON-CLAD.—Very large healthy plant}; productive"^ berries about like

Wilson, only decidedly brighter colored and distinct.

FAIRY.—The best "white" sort. The berries are of a light pink in the sunshine,

almost white in the shade. Large, handsome and exquisitely flavored. The plant is fairly

vigorous and productive.

INTRODUCTIONS OF 1884.

Three of these deserve special mention. Of the others, suffice it to say that Moodna,
Polopel, Nigh's Superb, Belle, Grand Duke and Vineland, do not seem sufficiently productive

or otherwise remarkable, to attract attention. Legal Tender is better, and tastes very good
—should be further tested. Park Beauty is just the Crescent re-christened ; and Jumbo
appears in growth of plant, and in taste and appearance of fruit, just the Cumberland
Triumph. The three referred to above are :

CORDELIA,- Quite large, firm, handsome, rather acid, quite vigorous, productive,

and late. Decidedly deserving of further test.

PRINCE OF BERRIES.—Seedling of Jersey Queen, and nearly as large—smooth,
handsome, firm, and I think the most delicious strawberry I have ever tasted. Plant requires

good culture on good land to be productive, but bears better than its parent. Exceedingly
promising for the amateur.

ATLANTIC {See front of cover).—Large, about like Bidwell in size and shape, but

hardly so long and thin—more uniform in shape, of even more beautiful color, and ripens

fairly all over. From my partial test of it, it appears very productive; and this, with its

decided firmness, great beauty and good size, should make it valuable for market. The
quality is excellent : I like it better than Bidwell. It is rather late, and has done much
better on moist, rather heavy loam than on light, sandy soil—berries of better shape on the

loam. I recommend a test of it for either market or home use.

NOVELTIES.
Some of these have been introduced a season or two before in the States, but they are new

to me, and doubtless to most of my customers. A couple of them I presume to kick before

they reach full fruition. The habits of growth, as well as the few berries permitted to ripen

on plants set this spring, cause me to consider the Jockey Cap as too like the old discarded

Miner's Prolific, and the Howell too like the old Jucunda, to be recommended in this

Catalogue.

Of the others, two stand out prominently :

JPARRY proves a good grower, and the few berries allowed to remain on the in-

fant plants ripened up to very large size for their youth, and were firm and of remarkable

glossiness and beauty—form, conical or wedge-shaped. It is said to be quite late, to rival

the Sharpless in size, and altogether has created such a furore among New Jersey strawberry

men, that I certainly advise my customers who are cautiously experimenting with the

choicest sorts, to test the Parry. This is how they talk about it :

—
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Albert Hansell, of Hansell Raspberry fame, says :

" From what I have seen of the Parry, I consider it a very fine berry; it is uniformly large size, very productive,

beautiful color, foliage strong and healthy —which is essential in order to raise fine berries."

E. S. Carman, editor Rural Nezu Yorker, says:

"The average size of the Parry is larger than the Sharpless ; it is never coxcombed with us ; from our tests we
judge the berry is well worthy of praise."

Silas Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

:

" As I saw it on the grounds of the originator, Wm. Parry, 6ih mo. 6th, 1884, the Parry was producing the most
abundant crop of the largest and most attractive fruit that has ever come under my observation in an experience of
over twenty years in the culture of the strawberry."

PARKER GARLE.—This new seedling has appeared so promising, from reports

from the States, that I have secured from Mr. J. T. Lovett, of New Jersey, the owner, the sole

agency for Canada in introducing it. So of course I must be expected to hurrah over it

lustily, and all readers who have not yet seen fit to honor me with their confidence are hereby
put on their guard. If I can get circulars and colored plates in time, I will send them out
with this catalogue. Meantime, here is a quotation from Mr. Lovett's circular:

—

"This new Strawberry originated in Texas from seed of the Miner's Prolific. Of all vigorous
growing plants, I have seen nothing to compare with it. The Summer and Autumn of 1884 was
a most trying season on Strawberries in New Jersey. A drought prevailed until late in the
Summer, which was followed by weeks of almost constant rain

;
causing the foliage of every variety

upon my grounds to rust or scald with the exception of the Parker Earle. This, however, through
storm and heat continued an unexampled growth of strong plants with large, beautiful dark foliage,

without a speck of rust, blight, scald or other blemish. The fruit is large, conical, perfect straw-
berry shape, exceptionally uniform, (never coxcombed) bright, rich crimson, and of superb quality.

It ripens in mid-season—with Chas. Downing and Sharpless. The blossom is perfect."

When Mr. Lovett is remembered as the introducer of the Cuthbert and Hansell Rasp-
berries and of the Manchester Strawberry, the importance of his statement will appear.

With me the Parker Earle is a very strong grower, the expanding leaves of a light

yellowish green, very distinct, changing later to a deeper rich glossy shade that is

very handsome. If it keeps on thus, it must rival, if not excel in size, the Bidwell.

Of the great point of interest, the fruit— I can only say that berries which I allowed
to mature reached a large size for the age of the plants, were quite firm, of excellent

quality and of regular form, with a beautiful glossy surface like wax, and a tint of rosy
red that I never remember seeing equalled except on the Parry—making the handsomest
strawberry I have ever seen. Shape rather long-conical.

Sucker State, Woodruff's No. 1, Daisy (Miller,) Dollar, and May King,
are all on trial, but not fruited yet. Choice plants of them will await the commands of

all who, from good reports elsewhere, may desire them. The last named is spoken very
highly of in New Jersey for its earliness, and the Dollar for its firmness. I find the
Woodruff the best grower, but all are good in this respect. What will you have ?

I think you will find it to your interest to preserve this circular till Spring, as I
cannot repeat my experience so fully in each catalogue.



PRICE LISO?.
o

Note.— Customers not taking advantage of my Special Offer below concerning\
express charges, may order Six dollars worth for Five dollars. /

Bidwell
Sharpless
Manchester . .

Seneca Queen
Jersey Queen
Early Canada
James Vick . .

Fairy
Lacon

POTTED PLANTS.

Per doz. Per 100

50c.

GOc.

$3 50

4 00

Atlantic

Prince of Berries

Cornelia
Dollar
Daisy Miller

Sucker State

Woodruffs No. 1

May King . .

Parry
PARKER EABLE
Wilson Crescent, Windsor Chief, or any of )

the remainder of the list will not be potted f

unless specially ordered two weeks before (

wanted at $3.00 per hundred. )

Arnold's Pride, Daniel Boone, Maggie )

(Arnold), Jumbo (Cumb'd T), Duncan, f

Legal Tender, Old Iron-clad, Shirts, f

Vineland, Fairy. ;

1 00

1 50

2 50

5 00

00

12 OO

LAYER PLANTS-
Price during September. Price during Oct.
Per doz. Per 100 Per 100

40o. $1 25

50c.

75c.

1 00

2 OO

25c.

50c.

2 00

3 00

5 00

11 OO

1 00

1 50

$1 00

1 50

2 00

3 00

10 OO

75c.

1 25

Potted Plants cannot be sold much cheaper per thousand than at hundred rates ;

but parties intending to plant largely of layer plants in September or October will do
well to send me their lists for pricing as I am growing a fine stock of Wilson, Crescent,

James Vick and others, and can offer attractive figures by the five or ten thousand.

Some people seem to think that Owen Sound is a long way out of the world, and
perhaps woul i order more freely if it was not for the apprehension of excessive express

charges. I purpose therefore to place my business in this respect on the same footing

with nurseries nearer the centres of population by making the following

SPECIAL OFFER.
On all orders at prices on this list amounting to Five Dollars, for Potted

Strawberry Plants to be shipped in August, I will pay express charges as

far as Toronto or Harriston—according to location of purchaser.

UNDERSTAND that this offer holds good only for Summer and Fall of 1885,

and will certainly not be continued after this year unless justified by increase of sales :
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And further—In order to secure the benefit thereof, at least $5 worth of Potted
Plants must be ordered : it will not do to divide a $5 order between Potted Plants and
something else to be shipped at a different time.

ORDER EARLY : Potted Plants will do better than layer plants, even if set out
in October ; but in order to secure lots of berries next summer they should be set out
as early as possible. Runners started late this year with us so that it will be the last

week in July before the plants can be moved. Now don't wait till September and then
blame me next year because you only get half a pint per plant instead of a pint. The
principal measure of a plant's productiveness next year is the number of runners you
cut off during the now-approaching September. If you cut off many you may expect
abundance of fruit. But unless plants get hold of your soil in August they will not be
far enough on to push many runners in September—and so the supply of fruit buds
annot be up to the mark. Plant as early in August as possible if you want to ensure
the most favorable conditions for a crop next June.

LONG DISTANCES from here, or inconvenience of reaching an express office,

may tend to hinder possible customers from ordering Potted Plants. Now don't be
hindered : order at same rates by mail, and I will have the plants shaken free of soil

and packed in extra quantities of wet moss in such a way that they will go hundreds of

miles in a mail-bag during August, and still reach you as healthy as if shipped in May.
If watered when they are set out, and partially shaded from the hot sun, they will take
hold well, and by Fall be about as good as potted plants set out two or three weeks
behind them.

OTHER SMALL FRUITS.

FALL PLANTING I consider much the best for Raspberries, Blackberries,
Currants, Gooseberries, and the hardier kinds of Grapes.

INSTRUCTIONS: 1st— Prepare the soil by thorough cultivation and fertili-

zation in early September, or before :

2nd—Order early, so as to have your plants on hand before the end of September or
as soon as the leaves fall sufficiently to move them with safety :

3rd—Set Raspberries, Currants and Gooseberries about 3^ feet apart in the row, and
rows 6 feet apart. Blackberry rows may be 8 feet apart, if soil is rich ; but I plant at
the same distances as Rasps.

4th—Spread out the roots fairly, planting about as deep as they stood here—as
shown by the earth marks ; then throw, on the levelled surface of the ground around
each plant, a shovelful of rather short manure— spreading it about an-inch-and-a-half
deep, as far as it will go :

Lastly—Mould up the soil on the top of the manure six inches or more, so as to cover
the top of the plant from sight : then when spring comes remove the soil down to the
manure, and leave the field level again.

By following this course in almost any district in Canada, more plants will grow in
spring, better growth will be made, and they will bear better and more abundantly
than if left for spring planting. Of all Small Fruits the only exceptions to this are
Strawberry Plants set in October, and Black Cap Tips insufficiently rooted

; and even
with these, the only complaints when fair treatment is given, are likely to arise in
localities where the frost goes down deep in winter and on soils that heave.

Believing that only enterprising and intelligent customers are likely to take advantage
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of the great benefits of Fall Planting, I will forbear long descriptions; and instead of

spending money in illustrations to attract persons who know enough to buy anyway,
will give the benefit of my lowest rates.

{Note. — If you want dock in quantity write for Wholesale Price List.)

RASPBERRIES.
Highland Hardy— Earliest tested sort, rather small and not of the highest

quality or greatest productiveness, but uncommonly acceptable when it makes its

appearance. Price 50c. per dozen. (Note : This sort proved more profitable with me
than Turner last year).

Turner—A few days later than the first named, larger, more productive, beautiful,

and very sweet and good. This is perhaps the hardiest variety grown ; it is very
vigorous, and I recommend it as the best early variety for home use and fine for market.
50c. per dozen.

Herstine—A large delicious and productive variety of the foreign strain. It is not
quite hardy in some places, though it seems hardy enough here, and its great size and
other good qualities deserve recognition in every garden. 75c. per dozen.

Cuthbert—Yery large, firm, and delicious—very productive and quite late— this

variety of the hardy native strain has taken its place at the head of all tested varieties

for home 'use or market. 60c. per dozen for fine plants.

Lost llubies—About the size of Cuthbert ; not so sweet and good, but hardier from
reliable accounts. GUc. per dozen.

Hansell—A new sort which is claimed to be the earliest variety grown, to almost

rival the Cuthbert in size, and to be eminently hardy, productive, handsome, firm and
well flavored. It commenced ripening with me several days ago— before the strawberries

were half over—and full pickings promise to come in about with the last of Wilson and
Crescent, or before Manchester and James Vick begin to flag ; so I find it the earliest

variety tested. The berries are firm, of fair size, and quality, and the plant appears
quite productive, but not so vigorous a grower as Cuthbert and Turner. It stood the

past severe winter much better than Cuthbert beside it. As my plants were badly
injured by propagating young stock, I cannot speak positively as to size, but regard it

as highly promising. Good home-grown plants 15c. each ; 7oc. for six
;
$L per dozen.

Knevet's Giant—The largest in existence, and very delicious—soft—of foreign

origin: $1.00 per dozen.

Marlboro— Still maintains its unrivalled reputation. I have not seen the fruit,

but find the plant a very vigorous grower. Fine plants which I have grown from root

cuttings, 20c. each
; $2.00 per dozen.

Owing to some American nurserymen breaking their agreement, the price of this fine variety

has come down with a rush, and is now within reach of all. If customers are offered it for less,

I would like to know ; as I do not mean to be undersold : other men's price lists have not reached
me 3

7et,

Caroline—A variety that will fairly rejoice the heart of all the family. It has been

damaged by the claim of being equal to Brinkle's Orange in quality : it is not so good,

(nor is any other rasp, that I know of
;
) but it tastes very good indeed. It is of the

same handsome yellowish-buff tint of the Brinkle, of good size, and enormously
productive. 75c. per dozen.

Heebe's Golden—A variety of the strong productive habit of growth found in the

Black Cap family, but bearing large yellow berries. The fruit is not ripe yet with me,
but it is very highly praised in New York State. Fine 2-year plants grown in nursery

rows, 15c. each ; five for 50c. ; $1 per dozen.

Shaffers' Colossal—This is of a reddish brown or maroon color—which is its weak
point—and it is rather soft when fully ripe. But it is of the very largest size, the

quality is very good, and it appears to me to be the greatest bearer in existence. The
bush is also about the largest of the raspberry "family : it does not sucker from the roots,

but propagates from the tip like a Black Cap : but the fruit rather resembles the Red
Raspberry in taste as well as appearance. Tip plants 10c. each ; (J for 50c. ; 75c. per doz.
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Gregg—The largest and latest Black Cap Raspberry in cultivation : very firm, and
of excellent quality. It is very hard to get well-rooted tips early enough to send out in

Fall, and so I recommend my customers to buy the 2-year stock (transplanted into

nursery rows) of which I have a fine lot, and will sell at the low price of 15 cents each
;

5 for 50c. ; $1 per dozen : they are cheaper at this rate than tip plants at 50c. per doz.

Tyler and Souliegan—There seems practically no difference between these two.

They are both beginning to ripen with me before the strawberries are over, and whether
you call the berry "Tyler" or " Souhegan" its claims as the best early Black Cap
tested are without dispute. It is large, delicious, very black, and equally good for

home use or market. I have decided to put the price of good tip plants this Fall down
to 40 cents per six ; 60 cents per dozen. A fine lot of transplanted stock will be sold

at 15 cents each ; 50 cents for five
; $1.00 per dozen.

Hopkins—rather new—highly praised in some quarters. Price $1.00 per dozen
for tip plants only.

Centennial—A new variety of Black Cap which is claimed to be as early as Tyler

and Souhegan, exceedingly productive, and nearly as large as Gregg. I have not
fruited it, but find it a fine vigorous grower, and consider it exceedingly promising.

Fine tip plants of my own raising 75 cents per six ; $1.00 per dozen.

Ohio—black—a variety that is greatly praised for its hardiness, certainty of enormous
yield, and firmness for drying. For this purpose indeed it seems to stand at the head
of all Blackcaps, as it loses less in weight than the others. It is of good size and
quality also, and therefore excellent for general purposes. Such is the common verdict :

1 have not fruited it. Price 50 cents per dozen for well-rooted tip plants of my own
raising. Fine 2 year plants growing in nursery rows, $1.00 per dozen.

Chapman—another new variety that is claimed to be earlier than Souhegan
or Tyler, and superior. Tip plants of my own growing, 75c. per six

; $1.00 per dozen.

Nemaha—Originated out west in Nebraska, and claimed to be hardier and even
later than Gregg, and fully as large, or larger. As the Gregg proves tender in the
colder paits of Canada, the Nemaha must prove of great value if it turns out as

represented. I have not fruited it, but find it grows well. Tip plants of my own
propagating, 20c. each

; $1.00 per six
; $1.50 per dozen.

BLACKBERRIES.
TAYLOR'S PROLIFIC-The best tested Blackberry in existence, for our climate.

The fruit is large, long, glossy black, and delicious, and the plant, while sufficiently erect to

hold up its enormous crop, is yet capable of standing abundant manuring to increase the size

of the fruit, without running all to huge, unproductive wood growth, like most other varieties.

And it is hardy enough to come through our severe winters without injury to the crop. As
common sucker plants are so very unsatisfactory, I have propagated several thousand plants

of Taylor's Prolific jrom root cuttings; and I now offer them at lowest retail figures, to en-

courage Fall Planting. 10 cents each, 50 cents for six, 75 cents per dozen.

(Note.—Price will be higher in Spring if stock sells short.)

SNYDER.—Not so large as Taylor, but probably hardier for districts like Manitoba or
Muskoka. 75 cents for six, $1.00 per dozen, for good root-cutting plants which are double
the value of ordinary stock.

STONE'S HARDY.—A variety that is claimed to be even hardier and better than
Snyder. I found it nipped a little last winter, but seems to have stood it the best of any.
Sucker plants of my own growing, 10 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

AGAWAM.—This sort is said to be sweeter than any other variety. It is bearing
freely now, and the berries are of good size, but not ripe, of course. Same price as Stone's
Hardy.

WESTERN TRIUMPH.—The most productive bush I have ever seen, the canes
unhurt by the winter being fairly loaded. I have not tested the fruit. Same price as
Stone's Hardy.

E4RLY HARVEST.—Highly praised for its earliness, but not yet tested here.
(Good transplants, §1.00 per dozen.
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CURRANTS,
Fay's Prolific.—This variety seems the most likely to fulfil its promise, of all the

many novelties among Small Fruits. I have not fruited it yet, but hear good accounts from
all who have. As my home-grown one-year stock is so fine, I will offer no other this season
Price, 40 cents each, three plants for $1.00, $3.50 per dozen.

Raby Castle.—A sort which is claimed in the Niagara District to be sweeter than
that sweetest of all old sorts, Red Dutch, but larger, and longer in bunch—rather early, very
productive, hangs well on the bush, and is a vigorous grower. Price for good 1 yr. plants,

20 cents each, 75 cents for six, $1.00 per dozen; 2 yr. plants, $1.00 for six, $1.50 per dozen.

Victoria.—Late, long-bunched, very productive. The best late sort, and very valuable.

Good one year plants, 75 cents per dozen; 2 years, $1.00 per dozen.

Cherry.—The very largest, but acid, short-bunched, and only moderately productive.

50 cents per dozen for good 1-yr. plants, 2-yr. plants, $1.00 per dozen.

Red Grape.—Very productive and good. 50 cents per dozen, for fine one-year plants.

The above sorts are all red. The best white sort is

—

White Grape.—It is very good indeed—large, mild-flavored and very productive.

50 cents for six, 75 cts. per dozen, for 1-year plants; 2-years, 75 cts. for six, $1.25 per dozen.

I^ee's Prolific.—The best Black Currant—large, early, and exceedingly productive.

One-year plants, 40 cents for six, 60 cents per dozen.

Black Naples.—Later than the above, and equally good in many places. 1-yr. plants,

40 cents for six, 60 cents per dozen; 2-yrs., 50 cents for six, 75 cents per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES.
Houghton.—Small, well-known sort. $1.00 per dozen.

Downing.—Large, green, sweet and very productive— freest from mildew of all tested

varieties. Good one-year plants, of my own growing, transplanted, 75 cents for six, $1.25

per dozen. These are so fine that I will offer no others this season.

GRAPES.
Worden.—Best tested sort for the million— earlier, larger and better than its parent

Concord, and exceedingly healthy and productive. Pkice.—1-year vines of my own growing,

20 cents each, $2.00 per dozen; smaller size, 15 cents each. These are so large that I will

not offer 2-year Wordens this fall.

Moore's Early.—30 cents each for good 1-year vines.

Lady.-Best tested early white sort for general cultivation—large,handsome and delicious.

25 cents each, $3.00 per dozen for good 1-year vines.

JPocklington, JTeilerson, Prentiss.— 30 cents each for good 1-year vines.

Concord.—Well-known standard sort—large, black, vigorous, hardy, healthy and im-

mensely productive—sweet and good. Too late for northern parts of Ontario in short seasons.

10 cents each, $1.00 per dozen for good 1-year vines; 2-years, 15 cents each, $1.50 per dozen.

Delaware.—Most delicious sort— not large, but exquisitely beautiful, red. 20c. each,

$2.00 per dozen for 1-year vines.

Rogers' No. 3 {Massasoil—large, earliest red); Wo- 4= {Wilder—large, black, delicious*

fine for market); Wo. 9 {Lindley—large, red, early, most delicious in cultivation, except

Delaware); Wo. 15 {Aga-wani—red, largest of the family and most productive, but some-

times mildews) ; Wo. 23 {Salem—dark red and good for market). These are all very valuable

varieties for good grape-growing localities. 15 cents each, $1.50 per dozen, for fine 1-year

vines of my own growing.

Champion.—Black—the earliest, hardiest and most vigorous and productive in ordinary

cultivation, but not of as good quality as the varieties previously mentioned. 15 cents each

for vigorous 1-year plants.

Jessica.—Of Canadian origin, white, not large, but delicious, and early as Champion.

I have not fruited it. Good two-year vines from my own grounds, 50 cents each.
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NIAGARA.—Magnificent white sort—very large, early, and immensely productive. I

am glad to say I have fruited it and find it sustains remarkably the claims made for it by
American growers. A few 2-year vines of my spring importation are growing in nursery
rows, and will be sold at $2.00 each, without any discount. At this figure the price is likely

to remain for several seasons.

Brighton.—Dark red, early—a very delicious sort for home use, and a fine grower,
which should be in every collection. 20 cents each, .$2.00 per dozen for fine one-year vines

of my own growing.

SPECIAL HINTS.
Please notice that plants kept fresh with plenty of moist moss around the roots, and protected

over all with a wrapper of extra stout well oiled manilla paper, will travel hundreds of miles by
mail to rejoice the hearts of such customers as live too far from an express office, or who live too
far from here to afford the high express charges due to long distances.

Now, it takes extra care and time and packing material to put up such packages properly—and
these things of course mean extra expanse—and the postage besides—and I. am not the man to
promise to stand this expense gratis, and then do it so carelessly as to let the plants die.

I mean to have every parcel put up so as to carry live plants to the purchaser—and to be paid
for it. So in ordering plants by mail, please observe the following scale of prices and add to
your remittance—for Strawberries, 5 cents per dozen, 15 cents per fifty, 25 cents per hundred:
for 2-year Grape Vines and Currants, and all transplanted Raspberries, 3 cents each : all other
Small Fruit plants, 15 cents per six, 25 cents per dozen.

TERMS—CASHi Registered letters are at my risk, but postal orders are best for Five
Dollars or more.

LARGE ORDERS a* foregeing rates will be favored with liberal discounts in the shape
of extra plants, to an extent that I guarantee will prove satisfactory.

PLEASE REMEMBER these two points:

1st. Not less than six of a kind to be ordered at dozen rates, and not less than fifty at hundred
rates : when smaller numbers are ordered they will be charged for at double rates, except when
otherwise specified ; but when special rates are given for six, of course they will rule.

2nd. Kindly make your order amount to at least one dollar.

TQ COAX those who have not yet ordered to make a trial of my plants and style of

packing, 1 make the following

EXTRA INKDU6EMENTS.
OFFER No. I—One hundred Layer Strawberry Plants of Bid well, Sharpless, Crescent,Windsor

Chief, or Wilson—or 25 each of four kinds—by mail postpaid for $1.00. Or if wanted by express,
at your expense, I will add fifty plants more. (This offer to be shipped after middle of September.

)

OFFER No. 2—Fifteen Raspberry plants of Turner, Highland Hardy, Cuthbert, Lost Rubies,
or Ohio, or five each of three kinds—by mail postpaid for $1.00; or twenty-five plants altogether
by express.

OFFER No. 3—Fifteen Blackberry Plants—Taylor's Prolific—by mail postpaid for $1.00 ; or
twenty-five plants by express.

OFFER No. 4—Fifteen Currant Plants (1 yr.)—of Cherry Red, Red Grape, White Grape, or
Lee's Prolific—or five each of three kinds—by mail postpaid for $1.00; or twenty-five plants by
express.

OFFER No. 5—Five Grape Vines of Concord, Champion, Lindley, Massasoit, or Worden
(all 1 yr.)—or one each of the five varieties—by mail postpaid for $1.00 ; or seven vines by express.

J N.B.—Any two of these Lots will be sent for $1.75 ;
any three of them for $2.50 ;

any four )

\ for $3.25 ; or all five for $4.00. /

Older customers, who already have many of the varieties just named, may find it advantageous
to select for themselves from the remaining.

OFFER No. 6—For FIVE DOLLARS, plants may be chosen to the value of SIX DOLLARS,
and the plants will be sent by mail postpaid, or express charges will be paid as far as Toronto
or Harriston.
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OFFER No. 7—TEN DOLLARS WORTH OF PLANTS will be sent for EIGHT DOL-
LARS, and I will pay express charges as far as Toronto or Harriston, or will prepay postage
IP WANTED BY MAIL.

OFFER No. 8—TWENTY DOLLARS worth of plants for FIFTEEN DOLLARS, and
charges prepaid to Toronto or Harriston, or postpaid, if by mail.

OFFER No. 9—THIRTY DOLLARS .worth for TWENTY DOLLARS. Customers to
PAY ALL FREIGHT OR EXPRESS CHARGES.

TRIAL OFFER—Twelve Strawberry Plants (my choice), or Six Raspberry Plants, will be sent
free by mail for 15 cents; or both for 25 cents—3-cent stamps preferred.

{Potted Plants\Niagara Grape and Parker Farle Strawberry not i7icluded'Jn these special offers .)

Notice"carefully that to secure any of these offers, three conditions must be observed

:

1st—To order before September 10th—the earlier the better.

2nd—To send Cash with Order.

3rd—To order at prices stated in this Catalogue.

These offers will give neighbors a chance, by ordering together, to secure plants at lowest rates.

T. C. F^OBIJ^SOJM,
DRAWER 465,

OWEN SOUND, ONT.

©UI^GHASB^S ©LEASED.

" Peterboro', May 20, 1885.

"My order came to hand the day after they were shipped, well packed, full count, and in good
order, and if they are only true to their sort I shall be pleased to recommend you for square
dealing. Yours, &c,

"ALBERT HALL."

" Wallaceburg, June 8, 1885.
u Dear Sir,—The Strawberry Plants arrived in first-class order, but were a long time on the

road. They were the best plants I ever got from a nursery, and are growing nicely.
*

' Yours truly,
'

' ALBERT McDONALD."

"Pheasant Forks, Assiniboine, N.W.T., May 18, 1885.

"T. C. Robinson, Esq. Dear Sir,—I received plants in good order on the 10th inst., in good
condition for growing. I am very much obliged. I will write and let you know how they all get
on and also about those plants that stood the frost of last winter.

" I am very truly, yours, " T. R. DONNELLY."

" Cannington, July 4, 1885.

" Mr. T. C. Robinson, Owen Sound : Sir,—Plants we got from you June, 1884, have done first-

class—great loads of fine berries, some measuring 5 inches. Seneca Queen, Manchester, Daniel
Boone and Sharpless we think would suit us best, but all the others are up to the mark also, except
Mrs. Garfield, which has not done quite so well. The plants did not seem to take hold like the
others last fall, so we guess that is the caust, -We have had a number looking at them and seem
astonished at the loads of tremendous berries on them. We have the Wilson beside the others

but seem small compared with yours, but must say are a very heavy, good berry for preserving and
shipping. All other bushes we got from you are doing splendidly.

"Yours, "FEAD BROS."


